A Life and A Half

Cadburyâ€™s famous advertisement portrayed an impossibly large amount of creamy milk
being poured into a chocolate bar. Peter Cadbury, a direct descendant of the founder, shows in
A Life and a Half how he has achieved something similar with his own extraordinarily full
life. After surviving a flight in a blazing plane at 14 and narrowly escaping being the youngest
MP at 24, Peter moved from law into banking. He recounts the personal dramas of advising on
high profile takeovers, being a pioneer of crossborder mergers and working in over 20
countries, especially South Africa. Peter was at the centre of the Westland crisis which nearly
saw the fall of the Thatcher Government, and tells how he might have prevented it. He
recounts travelling to over 100 countries, including taking a Land Rover to India and back, and
being the first tourist to Albania since King Zog. He recalls historic artistic occasions, building
up his important collection of Norwich School landscapes and arranging the wedding of his
daughter to a clan chieftain.
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V.S. Naipaul long ago declared the novel dead. But Half a Life, his study of inner exile and
post-colonial chaos is a novel - and it proves him.
The introduction, discussion questions, suggested reading list, and author biography that
follow are designed to enhance your group's reading of Half a Life . About Half a Life. In a
narrative that moves with dreamlike swiftness from India to England to Africa, Nobel Laureate
V. S. Naipaul has produced. ''Half a Life'', by V.S. Naipaul, is the story of Willie Somerset
Chandran, a wanderer who searches for self-discovery in several countries and on many
different.
V.S. Naipaul has often been accused of being ungenerous, especially in his scathing accounts
of Third World countries. His slim new novel tacitly poses the. Half a Life has ratings and
reviews. Apubakr said: ?? ??? ?????? ???? ???? ?? ?? ???? ?? ????? ?????. ???? ????? ?? ??? ??
???? ?? ?? ????? ??.
Half a Life is a novel by Nobel laureate V. S. Naipaul published by Alfred A. Knopf. The
novel is set in India, Africa and Europe (London, Berlin and. Half a Life is a book by
American author Darin Strauss. It received the National Book Critics Circle Award for
memoir in
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